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UK Footfall Index – Phase I 
 

This document introduces a Footfall index showing the percentage change in visitors – or Footfall 

– to retail environments in the United Kingdom between two different periods of time (months, 

weeks, days, etc.). The index captures major seasonal changes, such as the end of the summer 

or the beginning of a new year, where people tend to spend less time in retail areas, especially 

when compared with the Christmas period for example. This index is not designed to isolate and 

observe local changes, or particular retail area characteristics, but rather it is designed to be 

representative of what is happening more generally in any given town in the UK.  

I. Introduction 

The accurate measurement and estimation of human activity is one of the first steps towards 

understanding the structure of the urban environment. Human activities are highly granular and 

dynamic in both the spatial and temporal dimensions, and estimating them with confidence is 

crucial for decision-making in areas such as urban management, retail, transport planning and 

emergency management. Footfall (FF), a term which refers to the people visiting or passing-by 

retail environments, is of particular interest as it can serve as a proxy through which one can take 

the pulse of the economy, and can also serve as a window into the patterns of retail activity in UK 

high streets. 

In this context, the SmartStreetSensor project is one of the most comprehensive studies carried 

out on consumer characteristics and volume in retail areas across the UK. The project is a 

collaboration between the Local Data Company (LDC) and the Consumer Data Research Centre, 

at University College London and the Universities of Liverpool and Oxford (CDRC, UCL). The 

data for the study are generated through sensors installed at around 900 locations across the UK, 

and contain details of passive Wi-Fi signal probing from the sensors which are then used as a 

proxy for estimating FF at retail locations. The potentially identifiable information collected from 

the mobile devices is hashed at sensor level and the data are then sent to the central server via 

an encrypted channel for storage. The hashed data are classified as Controlled Data and held 

within the Secure Service. A cleaned sensor-based product is available through the Safeguarded 

Service at CDRC. Both CDRC’s and LDC’s datasets are only available following approved 

application.  

II. About the dataset 

Data exist for 618 sensor locations which are identified at address level (building number, street, 

and unit postcode) and are organised into five-minute aggregated Footfall counts per 
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sensor/location.1 The rollout of sensors and data collection began in July 2015 with nine sensors,  

and it continues today. However, this document only discusses data for the period of 1 July 2016 

to 31 August 2017. This is because before July 2016, the sensors were limited both numerically 

and spatially, with most of them being located in London. From July 2016, the number of urban 

locations with sensors had reached 52, and the increase in sensor numbers was coupled with an 

increase in the diversity of locations. The end date of August 2017 was chosen because after this 

point, we found a proliferation of mobile devices using iOS9/10/11 which has necessitated a 

change in methodology. As such, data collected after this date will be presented in a Phase II 

document. 

 

The sensors used to collect these data are distributed across 90 retail areas, with Greater London 

(and Central London in particular) accounting for almost a third of the total number of sensors 

(Table 1). 

City 
Number of 

locations 

 London 180 

 Edinburgh 31 

 Wakefield 29 

 Manchester 26 

 Glasgow 18 

 Nottingham 18 

 Brighton 16 

 Leeds 14 

 Kingston upon Thames 14 

 Liverpool 12 

Table 1. Retail areas with 12 or more sensors installed by September 2017. There are 45 retail areas with only 3 or fewer sensors 

installed. The complete list can be accessed at the CDRC data website (https://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/ldc-footfall-sensor-data). 

Quality 

The quality of the data is affected by a series of technical limitations relating to the Wi-Fi 

acquisition process: 

 

a. Sensor range: since the strength of the signal from any given mobile device to the Wi-Fi 

access point is variable, the sensors do not have a standard signal range. In other words, 

the exact delineation of the signal range is different for each sensor.  

                                            
1 The terms sensor and location are used interchangeably in this document. 
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b. Probe request frequency: this feature varies according to the manufacturer, operating 

system, state of the mobile device, and the number of access points already known to the 

device. 

c. MAC address collisions: there are few instances (∼ 0.01%) of MAC address collisions 

reported where a mobile device known to be in one place is reported elsewhere. This might 

be due to rogue MAC randomisation by certain mobile devices and the hashing procedure 

being carried out at two different stages. 

d. Human error: the sensors are installed at retail points and may occasionally be 

inadvertently disconnected from the mains power, thereby resulting in missing data 

periods. 

e. Postprocessing: the processes to transform probe requests into actual Footfall requires a 

series of assumptions which can potentially lead to over/under counts in the results. The 

methodology followed for the data delivered is explained in the next section.  

 

Production of cleaned footfall estimates  

The probe request detected from any given device does not have a one-to-one 

correspondence with an individual, so the initial MAC address detected at each location 

must go through a cleaning and validation procedure as detailed below. 

a. Input: hashed data. These are the number of probe requests (packets) per MAC address 

per sensor, during a five-minute period. 

b. Mac lookups: probe requests are separated into private and public addresses using a MAC 

lookup table which comprises IEEE’s current complete list of the most recognised mobile 

phone manufacturers. 

c. Exclusion of long dwellers: 

i. Probe requests from the same mobile device detected during ten consecutive minutes 

are counted only once. For example, a wireless printer or the mobile devices owned by 

store employees are included in the count only once a day. 

ii. We limit the number of times a probe request can appear in a day to 4 times. For 

example, if a device is detected in a single location for a 5-minutes period at six 

different points in a day, we only count it four times. 

d. Imputation: where there are missing data, we fill the gaps using the following methods: 

i. Linear interpolation of gaps in the data up to a maximum length of 5-minutes. The 

reference values for interpolation are taken as an average of up to 3 values (15 

minutes) on each side of the gap. This is done to smooth out any irregularities in the 

interpolated data. 

ii. Historical imputation is undertaken by substituting a single value from the closest 

preceding week with data present into the corresponding period with missing data. 

iii. For all remaining gaps, we undertake a maximum of 1-hour linear interpolation. This is 
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done by taking the average of the reference values for interpolation from (up to) 9 

values (45 minutes) on each side of the gap to smooth out any irregularities in the five-

minute level of the data. 

e. Finally, we aggregate the remaining probe requests into five-minute packages. 

 

Manual validation 

For each sensor, manual verification of the counts was conducted for specific day/time periods 

to calibrate the counts against observed pedestrians passing by the sensor location. The ratio of 

manual to sensor counts produced an adjustment factor for each sensor. This factor is reported 

along with the unadjusted counts. 

 

Citation Information 

The following statement should be included when citing this dataset:  

 “The data for this research have been provided by the Consumer Data Research Centre, an 

ESRC Data Investment, under project ID CDRC [Project Number], ES/L011840/1; and 

ES/L011891/1.” 

III. Footfall index 

The FF index is calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝑎, 𝑏) =  (
𝑏−𝑎

𝑎𝑛
) ∗ 100         (1) 

where b = total Footfall at period b, a = total Footfall at period a, a≠b, and n is an integer 

representing the distance between b and a; for example, if a=July 2016 and b=July 2017, n=12. 

Quantities b and a depend on the aggregated FF counts at each location. There is great 

heterogeneity in spatial-temporal distribution: in July 2016 we had 278 sensors, a figure which 

rose to 700 by the end of August 2017. To accommodate these variations, a system of weights 

was applied to each location which enabled making b and a statistically comparable to each other. 

The weighting procedure is explained in Appendix A. Along with the weighted system, the FF 

index also accounts for possible duplicated counts which may be generated by sensors near each 

other. This is explained in more detail in section IV.  

 

Main Findings 

Our UK FF index successfully detects the expected changes between seasonal periods. Figure 

1 illustrates this through three examples: 

a) Summer months: Figure 1(a) shows the relatively static FF during July and August 2017. 
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b) Christmas period: Figure 1(b) shows the dramatic drop in FF in January 2017 when 

compared with December 2016. 

c) Six-monthly: Figure 1(c) compares July 2016 with December 2016 and shows the higher 

rate of FF in December. However, when January 2017 is compared with July 2017, we can 

observe that FF increase was approximately half of that of the previous six months; this 

could be understood as an indicator of a decelerated 2017 economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 1. Change in FF between different periods. 

One useful variant of this index, is to select a particular month as a baseline, and track the 

changes in FF through the subsequent months, comparing each successive month against the 

base month. With this we can look into longer periods of time and track the evolution of FF from 

a fixed point. For example, Figure 2 shows the FF index for the period of August 2016 to August 

2017 using July 2016 as the baseline (0%). Each point in Figure 2 represents the percentage 

change in comparison to the baseline. The Figure clearly shows the increase in FF in December 

2016, but in general, it can be observed there has only been a marginal increase in FF (i.e. no 

more than two percentage points) since January 2017.  
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Figure 2. FF index using July 2016 as the baseline. FF fell by 2% in August and September 2016 but rapidly recovered in the 

last trimester of the year. For the majority of 2017, FF was very similar to July 2016 figures. 

To compute the change in FF between any consecutive months b and a, we simply need to define 

month a as the baseline. Figure 3 shows changes in FF using this method from July 2016 to 

August 2017.  

 

 

Figure 3. Monthly FF index: July 2016 – August 2017. There is significant change between December 2016 and January 2017  

(-23%), while the rest of the period only records changes up to a maximum of +14%. 
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Finally, Figure 4 shows the FF index applied on a daily scale. The index clearly demonstrates the 

large change in FF between 25th and 26th December when stores across the UK reopen on Boxing 

Day. With this daily visualisation, we can see the expected circadian rhythms found in urban 

areas: during weekdays the change in FF is relatively stable, whereas the larger positive/negative 

changes correspond to Saturday-Sunday-Monday (the points oscillate between ±40%). In Figure 

4b, smooth representation of Figure 2a is presented. With this, we can more clearly see the huge 

change in FF between December and the rest of the year, and also how FF between July to 

December 2016 and January to August 2017 is fairly constant.  

 

  

a) 

Days since 1 July 2016  
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b) 

Days since 1 July 2016  

Figure 4. Daily FF index. a) The evident increase in FF on 26th December 2016 confirms that the index can detect major shifts in 

FF on a daily basis. b) is a smooth version of a). 

IV. Representativeness 

The rest of this document is a discussion of the representativeness of the FF index, including 

considerations of possible biases against factors such as particular locations or type of retail 

outlets. 

 

The weighted system described at Appendix A not only resolves any bias created by the different 

number of sensors in two different periods, but also standardised the counts for each sensor so 

none of them will disproportionally contribute to the total FF, and in turn, to the FF index. At any 

given period, 90% of the FF is generated by 95% of the sensors. For example, Figure 5 shows 

the number of sensors by percentage of contribution to the total FF. It is clear that the counts are 

not biased to any particular sensor, in fact, only 20 of 700 sensors contribute with more the 0.5% 

to the total. The large majority of sensors contribute with a percentage between 0.01 and 0.2. 
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Percentage of contribution to the total FF 

Figure 5. Histogram showing the contribution to the total FF from each of the ~700 locations operating in August 2017. As can 

be observed, almost 340 sensors (two first columns of the left) contribute each one with at most 0.09% of the total, representing 

30% of the total FF. Only two sensors (two last columns to the right) contribute with 1% 

Type of street 

Having established that the distribution of sensor locations was not causing undue bias, we then 

queried their position in respect of the type of street they are positioned on: i.e. are these sensors 

predominantly located in high streets, retail parks, or shopping centres, etc.? Using the full 

address of the location of the sensors, we classified each location with its street type as derived 

from the OpenStreetMap highway tag definition.2 We found that the sensors are located in seven 

different area types: pedestrian/residential (55% of the locations), primary (16%), secondary (5%), 

tertiary (7%), service (9%), trunk (3%), and unclassified (5%). From this we determined that the 

FF index is indeed dominated by the pedestrian/residential street type (see Figure 6).  

 

                                            
2 https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:highway. 
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Figure 6. Histogram representing the type of street. The strong bias towards the pedestrian/residential street type is evident: 

55% of sensors are located here, whereas the trunk type of location only contains 1% of sensors. 

That said, not all pedestrian/residential streets are equal. For instance, sensors installed at 

shopping centres and retail parks are included in the classification; this is because people’s 

movements in shopping centres occur in a constrained environment with limited, or no, motor 

vehicles circulating. Since January 2017, more than half of the sensors (60%) have been located 

in pedestrian/residential locations. Within that figure, 20% of the sensors (approximately 90) are 

located in various shopping centres and contribute just 11% of the total FF counted in January 

2017. In short, our index is fundamentally measuring the FF on pedestrian/residential streets as 

opposed to shopping centres. More specifically, our FF index is a measure of people walking on 

suburban and pedestrianised high streets.  

 

An interesting finding from this street type analysis is that each type of street has its own 

characteristic FF signal (FF as a function of time), and this signal does not depend on the type of 

business. In fact, shops of the same type can generate a whole variety of signals and values. 

From this, we inferred that the sensors are not capturing the FF generated by any particular 

business, but instead are capturing the FF produced more broadly by the characteristics of the 

areas in which the sensors are installed.  

 

Type of shop 

Finally, we explored if our index is biased towards a particular type of business. We use as a base 

a shop premises definition generated by the Local data Company as part of their Retail Type or 

Vacancy product3. From July 2016 to August 2017, 132 shop types have been included in the 

                                            
3 This product is available through the CDRC Secure Data Service. For more information about this product please 

refer to https://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/local-data-company-retail-type-or-vacancy   
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https://data.cdrc.ac.uk/dataset/local-data-company-retail-type-or-vacancy
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sensor network, although not all shop types are present in every month (the full list of types is 

presented at Appendix C). In fact, only 45% of shop types are included in the total 14 months, 

rising to 77% from March 2017. Consequently, the contribution of each shop type to the overall 

index varies from month to month, as it depends on the number of shops of that particular type 

(these counts are weighted as explained above). Before showing the actual FF per type of shop, 

we first need to address a bias in the counts generated. 

 

Nearest Neighbours sensors (NN) 

We observed that when two (or more) sensors are near one another (40 meters or less) they 

essentially measure the same local FF. This proximity is measured over the actual street network 

(i.e. is not the linear distance between shops) using as a based the Google Distance Matrix API 

(https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/distance-matrix/intro). First, we run this API 

over all the locations and subset those who were in less than the 1-minute walking distance from 

each other (assuming that the average walking distance is 1.4 meters/second), which gave us 

almost 370 pairs of the sensor. Seventy-one percent of those pairs are within 40m or less so we 

decided to take that distance as a threshold.  

  

In our current network, there are 264 pairs of sensors in this situation, representing 239 unique 

sensors, as one sensor could belong to more than one pair. They are distributed over 52 different 

urban locations, with London having the greatest number of NN sensors (84). A special case is 

the Ridings Shopping Centre (Wakefield), where 20 of the 33 sensors installed are near one 

another. 

 

For these 264 pairs, we averaged the hourly counts from each sensor to obtain a single measure 

(we refer the interested reader to Appendix B for the details about this process). For example, 

sensors 547 and 276 are located in Bridge St, Chester, 22.3m apart from one another. As can be 

observed from Figure 7, the daily mean FF for each sensor is positively correlated and has quite 

similar values, even though each shop is in a completely different retail category. We therefore 

assigned a new ID to the averaged signal and classified it as the category Merged, then we 

removed the FF counts for the original two merged sensors. 

 

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/distance-matrix/intro
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Figure 7. FF signal for a restaurant and a fashion shop located on a pedestrian street. The correlation matrix between these two 

variables has coefficients of 0.99 and clearly shows the evident interaction between these two sensor locations. 

Figure 8 shows the probability distribution for each type of shop regarding its particular 

contribution towards the FF index in each month since July 2016. All months share the same 

lognormal-like distribution, where the bulk of the counts are concentrated in the lower contributing 

shop types. In general, between 70-90% of the total FF is generated by 95% of the shops, and 

only 7 types (Merged, Mobile Phones, Restaurant, Charity, Chocolatiers, Fashion, and Sports) 

account for 10-30% of the total. The heterogeneity of shop types is an indicator that, as in the 

case of locations, these sensors are not capturing the FF outside a particular type of shop per se, 

but rather can be viewed as representative of the FF for a vast range of retail businesses.  
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Shop type 

Figure 8. Distribution of FF type of shop including the Merged category. 

The prevalence of the Merged category in 12 of the 19 months in Figure 8 provides another 

indication that the FF measured is not tied to any particular type of shop, but rather to a cluster of 

types and the particular characteristics of a given retail area. If we break up the Merged category 

into its original types as in Figure 9, we still have the same type of distribution, but the location of 

each category differs slightly. For instance, the Shoe Shops category appears in the last three 

months in Figure 9, replacing the Merged category in Figure 8. Understanding the reasons for 

this, and the precise evolution of the top contributors from month to month, could help us to more 

fully comprehend some of the particular variations of each location over and above the number 

of sensors in the retail location. Further analysis of this point is beyond the scope of this document.  
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Shop type 

Figure 9. Distribution of FF type of shop without the Merged category. 

Summary of findings 

 The presented Footfall index successfully captures the differences and similarities in 

footfall over any desired period, thereby confirming the robustness of the data generated 

by the SmartStreetSensor project.  

 As a national aggregated measure, the index represents the typical FF at any given retail 

centre in the UK. 

 The weighting system used ensures that the index is not biased towards any particular 

location or store type. 

 Removing the Nearest Neighbour (NN) sensor locations guarantees that we are not double 

counting and, consequentially, feeding “false” FF into the measure.  

Future work 

One natural extension of this index would be to compare two specific locations, for example, a 

retail area in London and Glasgow, and try to detect the differences and similarities between 

Scottish retail areas and the capital (or northern and southern English retail areas, etc.). However, 

for such comparisons, the local characteristics from each site would need to be incorporated into 

the index as an additional parameter. In general, as the measure becomes more disaggregated, 

the level of local detail taken into account should be greater. 
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These data can be extended not only to detect retail activity, but also to measure all the activity 

around the sensors. This could then be linked to transport, work zones and demographic data, 

etc., to produce, for example, novel functional area classifications.  

 

There are still some important questions about the NN sensors which would be significant for 

analyses finer than the FF index. For instance: 

 

 We need to investigate the wide range of correlation coefficients found amongst these NN 

pairs. This could highlight micro differences across locations. 

 We need to take into consideration the actual FF values, not just the signal, to try to detect 

the effect that long-term dwellers have on the measures. 

 Instead of using the mean as an aggregation parameter, we could use the maximum or 

minimum values. In fact, the minimum could be the actual FF value in some locations. 

 Currently, we only calculate the mean between pairs; however, there are clusters of NN 

sensors where three or more sensors are near each other.  
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Appendix A 

The formulation of the FF index (Eq. 1) is quite simple and depends on the aggregated counts of 

the two different periods to be compared. The real challenge is the actual construction of the 

periods b and a, as the number of sensors between any two time periods is not necessarily the 

same. In fact, even when the number of sensors is the same, the number of hours measured by 

the same sensor between any two days could be different. This discrepancy makes, in principle, 

b and a incomparable, as an increase in FF between two different periods could arise simply as 

a result of having more sensors in one period than another. In the first instance, we can correct 

this by weighting each period by the mean number of active sensors in that period. For example, 

if a = 10,000 (100 sensors) and b=17,000 (130 sensors), the weighted counts will be a=100, 

b=130. However, as mentioned above, the number of active sensors is not necessarily constant 

in any single month. For instance, we can see these fluctuations in Figure A - 1(a) which shows 

the number of active sensors, at 5-minute intervals, during December 2017. In isolating a single 

day from this data (Figure A - 1b), we can also see the precise hours in the day where the number 

of sensors is constant.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure A - 1. (a) Number of active sensors in December 2017(except the 31st). Each point corresponds to a single minute. (b) 

Active sensors throughout the day on 1st December. The maximum number of active sensors form a plateau. 

The large variation in the number of active sensors during a single day makes our first attempt to 

weight the FF counts by the mean number of sensors in a given month inaccurate. To fully 

normalise the counts across different periods, we therefore need to weight the aggregated 1-hour 

counts by the number of the active sensors at each hour as follows:  

 

1. Let 𝐻𝑖𝑗 be the hourly counts at sensor 𝑖 at hour 𝑗 and let 𝐿𝐻𝑗
 be the number of active 

sensors at hour 𝑗 during a given period P, so the aggregated counts by the hour in a single 

period P, AH, are defined as: 
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𝐴𝐻(𝐻𝑖𝑗)
𝑃

= {
∑ 𝐻𝑖𝑖

𝐿𝐻𝑗

}
𝑗

             (A1) 

Effectively, we are creating an array of 14 points (July 2016 to August 2017), where each 

point is the weighted sum of each hour in P for all sensors with counts in that particular 

hour. 

 

2. Finally, the total weighted FF in P is calculated as: 

𝑃 = ∑ 𝐴𝐻𝑗𝑗                                          (A2) 

 

A2 is the sum of all the weighted hours present in a single period.  

 

Through these methods, we can normalise the counts by the number of sensors, using the 

number of individual hours with data as a proxy for the number of sensors.  
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Appendix B 

To detect the Nearest Neighbour (NN) sensors, we created a distance matrix between all sensors 

in the network and extracted all pairs which are within a distance of 40m or less, thereby obtaining 

264 pairs. For these pairs, we then performed a correlation analysis to investigate if the FF signal 

from both sensors followed the same pattern or not. To different degrees, all pairs exhibited a 

positive correlation. It is important to note that this correlation is only regarding the signal, not 

regarding the nominal value at each point in time.  

 

To create an average FF value at each hour for the NN sensors, we proceeded as follows: 

 

1. If both sensors had FF counts in the same hours, the merged FF is the mean FF at each 

hour from each pair. An example of this is shown in Figure B - 1, where we can observe 

how the FF signal of the NN sensors is almost identical both in shape and value throughout 

the entire 24-hour cycle.  

 

 

Figure B - 1. FF signals for two sensors (blue and red lines) at King Edward St, Hull, separated by 30m. This street is a 

pedestrian one, and the “Bell shape” obtained is a typical signature of this. The black line is the merged signal. 

2. If both sensors record FF at different times of the day, we averaged counts between hours 

common to both sensors, and disregarded the data from all other hours. For example, 

sensors 200 and 473, both at the Ridings shopping centre (Wakefield) and separated by 

only 20m, only have data between 8:00 to 19:00 hours in common. Therefore, we only 

merged the signal for these 11 hours. To account for the full 24-hour cycle, in this particular 

instance, we next deleted the FF counts for sensor 200, kept the FF counts from 01:00 to 

07:00 hours for sensor 473, and created a mean FF for the merged counts. This mean was 
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then provided with a new ID and assigned to the Merged shop category. See Figure B - 2 

below. 

 

 

Figure B - 2. Hour by hour FF signals for the two original sensors (blue and red), and the mean FF (black) calculated as above. 
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Appendix C 

The 114 Shop types present in this dataset from July 2016 to August 2017 are listed below: 

 

Accountants Department Stores 

Antique Dealers Discount Store 

Art Galleries & Fine Art Dealers Dry Cleaners 

Bakers Shops Electrical Goods 

Bars Estate Agents 

Beauty Products Farmers Markets 

Beauty Salons Fashion Accessories 

Bookmakers Fashion Shops 

Bride & Groom Shops Fast Food Takeaway 

Bureaux de Change Film Developers 

Butchers Florists 

Cafe & Tearoom Furnishers 

Camping Goods & Outdoor Wear Furniture Shops 

Car Parking & Garaging Games Shops 

Card & Poster Shops Garden Centres 

Casino Clubs Gift Shops 

Charity Shops Guesthouses 

Chemists / Toiletries Hair & Beauty Salons 

Chocolatiers Hardware Merchants & Ironmongers 

Clocks & Watches Hat Shops 

Clothes - Children Health Clubs 

Clothes - Men Health Foods & Products 

Clothes - Women Hospitals 

Clothing Repairs & Alterations Hotels 

Coach Stations Household Stores 

Coffee Shops Interior Design / Decoration 

Confectioners Jewellers 

Convenience Stores Kitchenware 

Council Services Leisure Centres & Swimming Baths 

Curtains - Retailers & Makers Leisure Wear 

Cycle Shops Libraries 

Delicatessen Linen Shops 

Demolished Lingerie & Hosiery 

Dentists Lounge Bars 

Mainline Stations Underground Stations 
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MERGED Universities & Colleges 

Mobile Phones VACANT 

Museums & Art Galleries Veterinary Surgeons & Practitioners 

 Wines, Spirits & Beers 

Newsagents Works 

Night Clubs  

Office  

Opticians  

Party Goods / Novelties  

Photographers  

Picture & Photo Framers  

Pizza Takeaway  

Post Office Services  

Postal, Packing & Shipping  

Potteries & Ceramics  

Printers  

Public Houses & Inns  

Records, Tapes & CD's  

Restaurant  

Satellite Television - Equipment & 

Services 

 

Security Equipment  

Shoe Repairs  

Shoe Shops  

Soft Furnishings  

Solicitors  

Sports Goods Shops  

Stationers  

Supermarkets  

Tailors  

Take Away Food Shops  

Tea & Coffee Merchants  

Theatres & Concert Halls  

Tobacconists  

Train Station Shopping Area  

Travel Agents  

Underground Station Shopping Area  

 


